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At 0204 CST on 01/10/84, unit 1 experienced a turbine and reactor trip. Unit 1 was
~

in mode 1 (2230 psig, 552 degrees F) at 13% reactor power just prior to the event.
The turbine trip was caused by high-high level in the nuaber four steam generator.
Subsequent steam generator level shrink resulted in a reactor trip due to low-low
level in the number two steam generator. Unit 1 stabilized at 547 degrees F following
the reactor trip.
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During a normal startup following a reactor shutdown on 01/09/84 (see SQRO-50-327/84005)
unit 1 experienced a reactor trip. Just prior to the event which occurred at 0204 CST
on 01/10/84, unit 1 was in mode 1 (2230 psig, 552 degreer F) at 13% reactor power with
steamflow and feedflow at approximately 10% and pressurizer level at 40%.

When reactor coolant system pressure began to decrease slightly, the reactor operator
increased reactor power to compensate. This reactor power increase apparently
caused the steam dumps, which were in pressure control, to momentarily open. This
opening of the steam dump valves resulted in swelling of steam generator levels. This
action resulted in a high-high level in the number four steam generator which caused
a turbine trip and main feedwater isolation to all four steam generators. The transient
then resulted in shrink of steam generator levels causing a reactor trip on low-low
level in steam generator number two. Investigation revealed that the decrease in
reactor coulant system pressure was due to failure of one bank of pressurizer backup
heaters. The heaters had failed to energize due to burned contacts which prevented
the breaker from making proper contact. The cause of the burned contacts was due to
an earlier failure of the heater breaker linkage which had caused the trip coil to
short out. The breaker had been repic.ced prior to this reactor startup, but mainte-
nance had failed to realize the damage to the contacts.

The backup heater breaker contacts were replaced and the areaker reinstalled.
Additional evaluation indicates that sluggish response of the steem generator feed-
water regulator valves during the feedwater isolation may have cc,atributed to the
event. The feedwater regulator valves were lubricated and stroked to improve
response. All equipment and personnel responded and performed as expected following
the reactor trip.

There was no effect on public health or safety. Unit 1 stabilized at 547 degrees F
following the reactor trip.

Previouc oc.currences - none.
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The enclosed licensee event report provides details concernit.g a reactor MC
trip from 13% reactor power. This event is reported in accordance with
10 CFR 50.73, paragraph a.2.iv. ,e
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Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
.

C. C. Mason
Power Plant Superintendent
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James P. O_'Reilly,_D_irector 1
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Suite 2900
101 Marietta Street, NW

Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Records Center
Institute 'of Nuclear Power Operations
Suite 1500
1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 eg
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